It is shown that an archimedean /-group G can be embedded into another, H, which has a weak unit, by an embedding that is epimorphic in archimedean /-groups if and only if there is countable A Ç G with A1-= (0). Then the extension H can always be chosen conditionally and laterally acomplete and the embedding essential, but can never be generated by G together with finitely many extra elements unless G already had a weak unit.
Preliminaries
General references for /-groups (i.e., lattice-ordered groups) are [5, 1, 13] (though this last is about vector lattices) and the recent compendium [9] .
Arch denotes the category of archimedean /-groups with /-homomorphisms. We shall be exclusively concerned with Arch, though various definitions and lemmas make sense more generally. We write G < H to mean that G is a sub-/-group of H.
A morphism e : G -> H is an epimorphism (epic) if whenever a, ß: H -> K have aoe = ß oe, then a = ß . An object G is epicomplete if e: G -► H epic and one-to-one implies e is an isomorphism (i.e., onto). An epicompletion of G is a one-to-one epic e: G -> H with H epicomplete.
Needless to say, there are many nonsurjective epics in Arch. The epics in Arch are characterized in [2] ; the description is a bit involved, and it shall not be used directly in this paper. A consequence of the characterization is that G is epicomplete in Arch if and only if G is divisible, and both conditionally and laterally rr-complete [3, 4.9] .
For A ç G, {g £ G\\g\ A \a\ = 0 for each a £ A} is denoted A1-, or A±G if necessary; and {u}1-is abbreviated to ux (or u±G). When u > 0 and u-1 = (0), we call u a weak unit of G.
G is said to have the principal projection property (ppp) if for each u £ G, G = w-1-1-© w1- [13, p. 136] ; one also says, "G is projectable" [5, p. 142; 1, p. 
118].
A conditionally a -complete /-group has ppp [5, 11.2.3] . Thus, any G that is epicomplete in Arch has ppp. An embedding G < H is called essential (and one also says, "G is large in if") if each nonzero ideal of H has nonzero intersection with G. This is equivalent to: if a morphism a: H -» K has the restriction a|G one-to-one, then a is one-to-one [7, 3.1] .
In Arch, an embedding G < H is called coessential [2, p. 12] if whenever a morphism a: H -> K has a\G identically 0, then a is identically 0. Clearly, an epic embedding is coessential (but not conversely). Coessentiality is crucial to the sequel-indeed, this paper is more about coessentiality than epicity proper-and we must elaborate.
An ideal I of H is an archimedean kernel if H/I is archimedean. Given S ç H, there is a least archimedean kernel ak# S containing S, because Arch is closed under formation of products and sub-/-groups. Evidently, G < H is coessential if and only if ak// G = H. We explain what that means.
In an /-group H, h" -» h relative uniformly (or just r.u.) if there is v (called the regulator) for which: if k £ N, there is «n such that « > «o implies k\h" -h\ < v . For S c H, let S' = {h £ H\ there is {hn}n€N in S with hn -» h relatively uniformly}.
Then S = ak// S if and only if S is an ideal with S' = S. (This appears in [ 13, pp. 85, 427] for vector lattices, and the proof appears to use just divisibility of H, but even that is easily eliminated.) It then follows that for general S ç H, ak// S = \Ja<co Sa > wnere So is the ideal generated by S in H, Sa+X = S'a , and for a limit ordinal ß , Sß = \Ja<ß Sa . In summary, G < H is coessential if and only if H = \Ja<w Ga . Finally, we remark that the reader's intuition for some of the constructions below might be supported by visualizing these constructions within a D(X), e.g., an essential closure [7] . for which m\hn(m) -h\ <v . Now k £ hfm,, equivalently, h"(m) £ k3-, so that m\h\ < v modulo /cx , for any m. By [5, 11.1.9 ], H/k1-is archimedean, so that \h\ = 0 modulo k1, i.e., h £ k-1.
(b) Let G < H be coessential so that H = \Ja<(ú¡ Ga ( §1), and let h £ H so h £ Ga for some a . We proceed by induction on a .
If h £ Gq, then \h\ < a for some a £ G, and then a±H ç h±H .
Let h £ Ga, and suppose the conclusion of (b) for all elements of Gß , for each ß < a. If a is a limit ordinal, then Ga -(jß<a Gß , and there is nothing to prove. If a -ß + 1, then h" -> h r.u. for some {hn}n ç Gß , and f|" h^H ç /z-1^ by (a). By the induction hypothesis, for each n there is countable A" ç G with A£H c hfH , so that (U" An)±H = f)n A^H ç f)" hfH ç h±H . Invoking Since H is epicomplete, it has ppp, so choose B as in 2.3(c); then B±H -(0). Since H is epicomplete, it is laterally o -complete, so we have u = \J B . Of course, (\/B)±H = B±H ; whence u is a weak unit.
Proof of 2.3. (a) Start with an essential extension G < E with E epicomplete. (For example, E = D(X), where X is the extremally disconnected Stone space of the polar algebra of G. E contains G essentially and is divisible, conditionally and laterally complete, hence epicomplete; see [5, 13.4 .1] or [7] .) Now factor G < E as G < H < E, with G < H epic (and automatically essential), and H having no epic extension within E. (This is possible on categorical grounds [11, 34.4], granted some knowledge of the category Arch [2, p. 3], but also with bare hands: let H be the sub-/-group of E generated by |J{A" < E\G < K is epic}). H is, thus, an "extremal subobject" of epicomplete E, and by [3, 4.9] is itself epicomplete.
(b) Easy.
(c) Let A = {an : n £ N} ç H. Without changing A1-, we arrange it that 0 < a¡ < a¡+x for each i. Let a'0 = ao . For / > 0, we have H = aff\ © aj-_x ; let a\ be the component of a¡ in aj-_x . Then for i < j, a'j £ af_x ç af-ç a'A-, so that B -{a'n : n £ N} is pairwise disjoint.
For each n , (V,<" ß/)"1 = an :^= is clear, and an easy induction shows D .
It follows that BL = Ax .
The size of H over G
In Theorem 2.1, the construction of the H with weak unit occurs in "(c) implies (d)." That construction is a rather natural one (4.4), but one nonetheless wonders if some rather simple process might suffice to epically adjoin a weak unit. The results below suggest not.
In case G < H has H generated as an /-group by G together with finitely (resp. countably) many elements, we say that H is finitely (resp. countably) generated over G.
3.1. Theorem. In Arch, (a) If G < H is coessential, H has a weak unit but G does not, then H is not finitely generated over G; (b) If G < H is coessential, H has a weak unit but G does not, and also H is laterally a-complete and has ppp, then H is not even countably generated over G; (c) If G has any coessential extension with a weak unit, then G has one that is countably generated over G. Remark. Evidently, in (a) and (b) above, "coessential" may be replaced by "epic." In (c), we do not know if "coessential" may be replaced by "epic"; deciding that would seem to require fully coming to grips with the characterization of epics in [2] , and that is technically forbidding.
Proof of '3.1. The following shall be used twice. 1(a) . An embedding G <H is called majorizing if whenever h £ H, there is g e G with \h\ < g; clearly, then, if H has a weak unit, so does G. Thus, the following implies 3.1(a).
Lemma. In abelian l-groups, if G < H and H is generated by
3.3. Proposition. If, in Arch, G<H is coessential and H is finitely generated over G, then G < H is majorizing.
Proof of 3.3. Under the hypothesis, we have H = (ja<a} Ga ( §1) and F finite with G U F generating H. We are to show H = G0. Let k = \/{l/l|/ e F}. It suffices to show that k £ Go. If k $ Go, then there is least a such that k £ Ga+X \ Ga, and so there is {h"}" C Ga with hn -> k r.u., say, with regulator h. By 3.2, h < g + pk for some g £ G, p £ N, and it follows that hn -+ k regulated by g + pk. Thus, there is n with 2p\h" -k\ < g + pk, and so 2pk < pk modulo Ga . But 0 < 2pk < pk < 2pk modulo Ga implies k = 0 modulo Ga. That is, k e Ga , a contradiction.
Proof of 3.1(b). Suppose G < H is as in the hypothesis. By 2.1, there is countable {a" : n £ N} ç G with {a" : n £ N}±H = (0), and since H has ppp, by 2.3(c) and its proof, there is countable, pairwise disjoint {«" : n £ N} ç H with {u" : n £ N}^-H = (0) and 0 < un < an for all n. Since H is laterally o -complete, u = \J nun is a weak unit in H.
Let F = {fn : n £ N} ç H. For each n, let hn = « V V,<" \fn\, so that u < hn < hn+x . We shall find h > 0 so that h f. g + nh" for each g £ G+ and n £ N. Thus, the conclusion of 3.2 fails for F and Gu F does not generate H.
For each n , H = uj^L®u^ , and we let h" be the component of hn in u^1-.
Set h = \Jn(n + l)h% . Notice that h = (n + l)h" mod u£ . Now, whenever g £ G+ , we have g1-<£ u" for infinitely many n (for, if k is biggest with g1-(¿ uk , then g\J\Jn<kan is a weak unit in G), and, whenever g1-(¿ u" , we have u j£ g mod uj¡.
Seeking a contradiction, suppose h < g + php for some p, and g £ G+ . Choose n > p with g1-(L u" . We then have h < g + nh" ; thus h < g + nh" modu^ , which means (n + l)h" < g + nhn mod u" , or hn < g mod u¿¡ . Hence u < g mod u" , which contradicts the last paragraph.
Proof of 3.1(c). Given G < H and L ç H, let G(L) stand for the sub-/-group of H generated by G U L. The following proposition applied to a weak unit h yields 3.1(c). ((*) is not 3.4, since G < akG(¿) G need not be coessential, nor countably generated over G.)
Granted (*), we prove 3.4: By (*), choose countable Lx with h £ akGrL¡-¡ G. Given countable L" , for each x £ L" , choose countable Lx with x e akc(^) G (by (*), again), and put Ln+X -(j{Lx\x £ L"}. We then have x £ akG(¿n+1) G for each x £ Ln. By induction, L" is defined for each n, and we set L = U"L". So, akG(Ln+l)G ç akG{L)G for each n, whence L c (jnakG(Ln+i)G c akG(¿) G, whence G(L) ç akG(/,j G (since the latter is a sub-/-group containing G and L), and this just says G < G(L) is coessential.
We prove (*) : Under the hypotheses, H = \Ja<(0 Ga , so h £ Ga for some a . We proceed by induction on a .
If h £ Go, use L = {«} . Suppose the conclusion of (*) for all elements of Gß , for every ß < a, and let h £ Ga. If a is a limit ordinal, already h £ Gß for some ß < a and there is nothing to prove. If a = ß + 1, then there is {hn}" C Gß and v £ H with hn -* h regulated by v . For each n , the induction hypothesis provides countable L" with h" £ akG(/,n)G. Let L = [JnL" u {v}. Then, for each n , akG(Ln) G c akG{L)
The proof of 3.1(c) is concluded.
4. Remarks 4.1. Various aspects of adjoining units to /-groups or vector lattices are treated in [6] , more recently in [8] , and of course some of the representation theorems for archimedean /-groups (such as the one mentioned in the proof of 2.3(a)) have the effect of adjoining a unit. None of that has much to do with this paper.
One may note that /-groups with unit stand in some analogy with rings with identity and that adjoining a unit is rather like adjoining an identity to a ring.
4.2.
Regarding rings in another vein, any archimedean H with weak unit u can be Arch-epically embedded in an /-ring H with identity u by [10] . Thus, when G "satisfies 2.1," one may take an H for 2.1 to be an /-ring with identity. As a matter of fact, the H constructed in "(c) implies (d)" is an /-ring with identity, by [3, 3.9] , and some further argument.
4.3. Our original concept of the present work was as a contribution towards understanding some of the Arch-epicompletions of the G's satisfying 2.1, because some of them are epicompletions in "the weak unit category W? and W-epicompletions are fully understood [4] .
That still seems valid, but the central concept of this paper would now appear to be coessentially rather than epicity. 4.4. The H constructed in "(c) implies (d)" of 2.1 is an essential epicompletion of G. It is shown in [12] that such a thing is unique over G and lifts complete homomorphisms to epicomplete targets. (The analogous facts in W are described in [4] .) 4.5. One wonders whether, when G satisfies 2.1, every epicompletion of G has weak unit. The answer is "no," but the example would carry us too far afield. However, for each G, there is an epicompletion ßG that lifts all homomorphisms to epicomplete targets [3] , and ßG has weak unit if and only if every epicompletion of G has weak unit [12] . This example depends on an analysis of ßG [12] .
